Brambles
Week 3
We used the investigation
station with a few varieties of
apples to observe. We sliced
some apples into halves and
quarters and provided magnifying
glasses to help children look
more closely at the seeds. We
cut around an apple picture, drew
our own apples and created
apples with playdough.
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Apples
Home Learning: Every parent wants

their child to have healthy teeth, but it can be difficult to
know what to do to make sure this happens, especially in
the early years. Children’s teeth are more prone to decay
than adult teeth, and so it’s important to establish good
habits early to avoid the distress of tooth decay. The
good news is that by following a few simple steps, tooth
decay is almost entirely preventable. Have a look here:
https://www.henry.org.uk/tips/healthyteeth?fbclid=IwAR0_WfI
OBjVvp_NVCRvxEZVmNzlAwXM66g6ROhZVTEimO08UuoEhReoA_Y

Term: Autumn One
Interest: Apples
Texts: Apples for Everyone by Jill Esbaum
How to make an apple pie and see the world by Marjorie
Priceman
The children have learnt about apples this week and
explored the different parts of an apple. They have also
learnt that apples are fruit which are ripe and ready to
be eaten in the autumn. Apples grow on trees and start
off from flowers. Apple trees are covered in white
blossom in spring. There are over 7000 different types
of apple around the world. In the UK we
have around 2500!
Brambles@brampton.cambs.sch.uk
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option 2

Our key words this week were:
Apple, seeds, core, sapling, bud & blossom
Pre-school snacks are:
Apple juice and apple crumble

Please make sure your
child has a jumper and
coat at drop off time
even if they are not
wearing it as the
weather is now getting
much cooler.
Please ensure all clothing
and items that come to
Brambles are named –
thank you.

